OFFICIAL BID FOR GAC FAI MEETING 2015

The Aeroclube Torres Vedras in Santa Cruz would be very honored to host the GAC FAI Meeting 2015 and present hereby the bid, as mentioned in FAI GAC Plenary Meeting 2014 in Cordoba.

From:  
AEROCLUBE TORRES VEDRAS  
Centro Nacional de Aviação Desportiva/ACTV  
Aeródromo Municipal da Praia de Santa Cruz  
2560-470 Silveira  
Portugal

To:  
Mr. Jean-Pierre Delmas

Copy:  
GAC FAI Delegates

Proposed venue of Meeting: Ponta Delgada, S.Miguel, Azores Island, Portugal

Proposed Dates of Meeting: 13 – 15 November 2015

Dates can be adjusted if necessary

Notes: The proposed dates for the GAC Plenary Meeting 2015 could be changed according to the needs of FAI.

Proposal for the FAI GAC Meeting 2015

Ponta Delgada, S.Miguel, Azores Island, Portugal

A. Location:

1. Meeting Hotel: The Lince Azores Great Hotel, Conference, Golf & Spa ****
Av. Dom João III, 29
9500-310 Ponta Delgada – S. Miguel, Azores | Portugal

2. Events taking place in the Hotel:

- Plenary Session
- Bureau Meeting
B. Plenary Session Room:

1. Capacity (number stated at tables in conference format): **25 - 100**

2. Available audio-visual equipment and facilities:
   - Overhead projector
   - Video Projector
   - Computer screen projector
   - WiFi connection
   - Whiteboard

C. Secretariat Facilities:

1. Available facilities for the GAC conference secretary:
   - Photocopier and Print facilities
   - Internet access

D. Budget:

1. Our total anticipated budget for the conference and amount of income anticipated from:
   - Registration Fees **EUR 190,00 per delegate**
   - Registration Fees **EUR 150,00 per accomp.person**
   - Sponsorship Azorean Government
   - Other sources ?

E. Registration Fees:

1. Registration Fees Proposal:
   - For delegates, alternate delegates **EUR 190,00**
   - For accompanying persons **EUR 150,00**

2. What is included in the Registration Fee:
   - Dinners 2 (**Friday and Saturday**)
   - Coffee breaks 4 (**2 per day**)
   - Welcome drink yes
   - Transport from/to Airport - Hotel yes
   - Excursion yes

For accompanying persons, optional excursion will be available included in registration fee
F. Hotel Accommodation:

1. Indicated prices for Hotel:
   • Meeting Hotel
     EUR **53,00** – Single Room
   • Meeting Hotel
     EUR **70,00** – Double Room

2. Accommodation Prices, includes:
   • Buffet Breakfast
   • Lunch
   • Taxes and local fees
   • Free Wi-Fi Internet: rooms, public areas and meeting rooms
   • Access to Cycling, Diving, Sauna, Fitness centre, Massage, Hot tub, Indoor pool

Additional nights: Accommodation rates are also guaranteed for the nights before and after the conference, for every participants who would like to stay longer.

Other information:

The proposed dates for the GAC Plenary Meeting 2015 could be changed according to the needs of FAI.

The chosen hotel is located nearby the marina, 5 min’ walk away to Market street, 6km from the airport(10 min).
Location:
The Azores Composed of nine volcanic islands situated in the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean, this Portuguese archipelago is one of the few unspoilt paradises on the planet. Ponta Delgada, the capital of S.Miguel Island, one of the 9 islands, just at 2 hours flight from Lisbon, and 4 hours from Paris. There are several airlines with daily flight connection from Europe to the Ponta Delgada, as well as North America and Canada.

The island has a subtropical climate; warm in the summer (18º-26ºC) and mild in the winter (18º-21ºC). The water temperature is also pleasant year round due to the warming influences of the Golf Stream; Ponta Delgada, lies between the deep blue of the ocean and lagoons and the lush green of the mountains behind. Is a bustling cosmopolitan city with a multitude of good places to visit.

The Azores offers a wide range of exciting activities for visitors, from island exploration walks and picturesque sightseeing tours, You’ll find beauty and adventure in the Azores for everyone.

Several excursions and Island visits will be available and included in the registration fee.

Flying to Azores: Average price from several connections between Europe main cities and Ponta Delgada cost around 300 Euros and from North America and Canada around 600, South Africa 1000 Euros.